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JOEY SKAGGS

BIO
Joey Skaggs, fine artist and social activist

Joey Skaggs is a fine artist and social
activist. Although he has painted and sculpted
throughout his life, starting with his iconoclastic
and controversial performance-art protests in
the Sixties, his public work took on a new
direction. Skaggs realized he could use art to
challenge the system.
Appalled at the cultural hypocrisy he saw
around him, especially how it was blindly
supported in the media, he began to satirize
social issues with public performances and
elaborately contrived media hoaxes. The mass
media in turn became an unwitting collaborator
in his concepts, reporting his satire as news.
Skaggs quickly acquired an international
reputation as a cultural satirist and media critic.
His work incorporates guerrilla tactics and
traditional advertising and public relations
techniques to promote his staged
performances.
Few media outlets over the last five
decades have not fallen for one or another of
his hoaxes. He has been covered in
newspapers, magazines, and on radio and
television around the world, in some cases
many times as different people.

At the School of Visual Arts Skaggs taught
Media Communications including "Culture
Jamming and Media Activism," a course of his
creation. He also taught at Parsons The New
School for Design.
He's the creator of satirical consumer
products and the publisher and editor of “The
Art of the Prank” blog.
He now lectures internationally on divergent
approaches to addressing social issues
through art. A master storyteller, he inspires in
his audiences original and inventive insights
while sharing the tools and techniques that
foster independent thinking, media literacy, and
creative activism.
Like the Wizard of Oz, he reveals the man
behind the curtain, showing, in a visceral way,
the influence mass media has on society.
ART OF THE PRANK, the award-winning
feature documentary film about his work,
directed and produced by Andrea Marini, is
now available on VOD platforms and for
community and educational screenings.
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JOEY SKAGGS
PRANKS A LOT

Hippie Bus Tour to Queens (1968): To satirize
the busloads of tourists who came to the
East Village to gawk at the hippies, Joey
Skaggs rented a Greyhound sight-seeing
bus and took sixty bearded, beaded,
camera-toting hippies on a tour of suburban
Queens. He called it his "Cultural Exchange
Tour."
Cathouse for Dogs (1976): A bordello for
canines, a place to get your dog sexually
gratified without the threat of pregnancy,
staged for the media by supposed promoter
Joey Skaggs, set off the media's mojo.
Celebrity Sperm Bank Auction (1976): Giuseppe
Scaggoli (a.k.a. Joey Skaggs) created the
Celebrity Sperm Bank. Unfortunately, the
night before the first auction of celebrity
sperm, the sperm was mysteriously stolen.
The auction was replaced by a press
conference, and the Celebrity Sperm Bank
was widely reported as a thriving new and
controversial business by numerous print,
television and radio media.
Metamorphosis - Cockroach Vitamin Pill (1981):
"Roaches have been around for 350 million
years," said entomologist Dr. Josef Gregor,
(a.k.a. Joey Skaggs). "They'll survive a
nuclear holocaust. We have much to learn
from them." Gregor, leader of a group called
Metamorphosis, had bred a super strain of
cockroaches, extracted their hormones, and
made a cockroach vitamin pill which he said
cured arthritis, acne, anemia and menstrual
cramps--as well as making one invulnerable
to high doses of nuclear radiation.

The Fat Squad (1986): "You can hire
us but you cannot fire us. Our
commandos take no bribes." That
was the motto of Joe Bones (a.k.a.
Joey Skaggs), ex-U.S. Marine drill
sergeant, and founder of The Fat
Squad, an organization created to
rub out fat. Clients signed a contract
to allow Bones' calorie cops to
physically restrain them--whether on
a date, at the job or at night in the
bedroom--from breaking their diets.
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WALK RIGHT! (1984): "The Guardian Angels
have the subways, we want the streets." So
said Joseph Virgil Skaggs (a.k.a. Joey
Skaggs), street vigilante, who, with his gang
of black-clad commandos wearing WALK
RIGHT! sweatshirts, patrolled the streets to
get signatures on a petition to institute 66
rules of street etiquette. In a case of life
imitating art, many of Guardian Angels'
founder Curtis Sliwa's tales of heroism
turned out to be made up.
Bad Guys Talent Agency (1984): To help friend
Verne Williams get an acting job, Skaggs
created a fake talent management agency
for “bad guys, bad girls, bad kids and bad
dogs.” When, within a week, Verne landed a
role in Berry Gordy’s “The Last Dragon”
feature film, and People Magazine asked to
cover the story, the agency was launched.
But, it was never real.

JOEY SKAGGS PRANKS (CONTINUED)
Portofess (1992): A life-size confession booth
on wheels, pedaled up 8th Avenue in New
York to the 1992 Democratic convention,
caused a media sensation. Skaggs as
Father Anthony Joseph was unrepentant.
Dog Meat Soup (1994): Kim Yung Soo (a.k.a.
Joey Skaggs), a Korean entrepreneur, sent
1,500 letters to dog shelters around the U.S.
soliciting unwanted dogs for $.10 per
pound. His letter said, in part, "Dog shelter
kill million of dog, cost money... Dog shelter
need money to operate. Where it get
money? Many people like to eat dog... We
buy all dog, regardless of size or color. We
prefer big, young strong dog, but we take all
dog from your dog shelter.” As expected,
the resulting public outcry revealed violent
and racist knee jerk reactions from
Americans who consider themselves the
moral and ethical police of the world.
Journalist John Tierney followed the hoax
and wrote about it for the Sunday New York
Times Magazine.

cost and no prejudice, guaranteeing equal
justice for all.
The Final Curtain (2000): Skaggs took on the
death care industry, creating a website for
Disney-like memorial theme park and mall
which included a traveling time share
program for the deceased. Artists were
invited to create their own iconoclastic
memorials. The concept was so outrageous,
yet so plausible, that it was widely reported
in newspapers, magazines, on television,
radio, and on the Internet as being real.
Mobile Homeless Homes (2012): Joey Skaggs,
pedaled his Mobile Homeless Home, leading
a group of pissed off singing muppets
through the streets of New York to bring
their outrage against the entire financial
industry, and failed government oversight, to
the public. Goldman Sachs was the first
stop at 200 West Street. Goldman Sachs
played a key role in the collapse of the
American economy by intentionally bundling
tens of billions of dollars into risky loan
investments. They are reported to have
callously referred to their sucker clients as
"muppets."

The Solomon Project (1995): Do you believe
that there is no such thing as "equal justice
for all"? That the courts are biased and
racist? Dr. Joseph Bonuso (a.k.a. Joey
Skaggs) created a solution. Working with
over 150 scientists, judges and attorneys for
over seven years, Dr. Bonuso and his team
created the Solomon Project, a series of
supercomputers which could render civil
and criminal decisions with great speed, low

ART OF THE PRANK movie
https://artoftheprank-themovie.com
“ART OF THE PRANK” is the awardwinning documentary feature
chronicling the unique journey of
Joey Skaggs, the notorious
American counter culture artist who
has used viral marketing and guerrilla
tactics since the 1960s to make
searing and often hilarious social
commentary.
Directed by Andrea Marini of Relight
Films, it is now available on Blu-Ray,
DVD, VOD and for educational and
community screenings. For info, visit
https://artoftheprank-themovie.com
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